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Find out what the
Vancouver Aquarium has in
store for you!

Unique Vancouver venues
that could work for your
next event!

Look forward to the Four
Key Trends driving venue
selection!

A DIFFERENT
KIND OF AGM

On March 1st, members of the MPI BC Chapter gathered for the
annual AGM, but this years twist made it a unique experience for all!
The 2018 AGM was held at the beautiful Vancouver Convention Centre on March 1st. Members
enjoyed catching up with one another while admiring the gorgeous North Shore Mountains.
MPI BCIT organized a silent auction that drew lots of attention to the great prizes including a
night stay at the luxurious JW Marriott and beautiful jewelry and art pieces. This fundraiser
provided money for an MPI BCIT student scholarship, and will support student members taking
a spring familiarization tour on Vancouver Island.

While the group gathered over lunch, Madone led us through the AGM, announcing the new
2018/2019 board of directors, followed by words from Mark Kinskofer, VP of membership.
Additionally, I spoke about the student chapter. When all of the serious business was taken
care of, the group awaited the AGM twist... an activity based on crisis management!
The exciting facilitator, Roger Haskett from Engagement Unlimited, was joined by
panelists Jenn Houtby, Don Parman, and Ashley Meehan, all risk and safety professionals. The
group planned an event based on given circumstances. Suddenly, a crisis came to the group's
attention and the teams were to think through all of the risk management strategies needed to
mitigate damage.
This event encouraged critical thinking and creativity while allowing members to network and
re-connect. Who said AGM's have to be boring? Well done MPI BC!

Kelsey Acres
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Welcome to the 2018/2019 MPI BC Board of Directors!

Madone Pelan
President

Amy Ballard
Past President

Heidi Hughes
President Elect

Mark Kinskofer
VP Membership

Mike Granek
VP Finance

Ashley Lose-Frahn
VP Communication

Emma Parston
VP Education & Events
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Anthony Vade
VP Partnerships & Advertising
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VANCOUVER AQUARIUM
POST-CETACEAN

Glen Korstrom
Business In Vancouver

Vancouver Aquarium sees bright post-cetacean future
The Vancouver Aquarium aims to reverse slipping attendance by featuring temporary
exhibitions designed by renowned artists, hosting more after-hours events and creating a
permanent Arctic gallery, but its executives have accepted that cetaceans will not be part of
the 62-year-old tourist attraction’s future.
The aquarium faced public criticism and questions in the past year after its last two beluga
whales died mysteriously, helping prompt the Vancouver park board to vote to forbid the
organization to house whales, dolphins and other cetaceans.
The aquarium’s CEO, John Nightingale, told Business in Vancouver that his facility’s first drop in
attendance in many years – a 16% decrease to about 975,000 people in 2017 compared with the
number of visitors the year before – was primarily due to the controversy surrounding the
belugas’ deaths. Nightingale added that tourist visits remained steady while the fall in
attendance was entirely due to fewer local residents visiting the site.
The aquarium is the fifth most-visited tourist attraction in B.C., according to a new list that BIV
released today (February 6).
“We’re excited about the future,” he said. “We don’t think that [not having cetaceans]
diminishes one iota of our effectiveness at engaging people, and it certainly is not going to
diminish the experience that visitors have.”
The aquarium has not dropped its challenge in BC Supreme Court of the Vancouver park
board’s ban, though Nightingale said it will not house cetaceans again even if it wins the case.
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Nightingale told BIV that continuing the legal challenge is important to pursue because he
wants to stop what he considers to be a dangerous precedent. If the park board can unilaterally
change a contract without participation of the other party, he said, there would be nothing
stopping the board from suddenly deciding that restaurants in the park can no longer serve
hamburgers. City council, similarly, could arbitrarily decide that city art galleries are no longer
allowed to display paintings of nude models, Nightingale added.
The three interconnected pools that last year housed false killer whales and dolphins will start
to be redeveloped later this year. The space known as the B.C. Wild Coast will house a new
Arctic exhibit, which has been planned for more than a decade.

The exact design of the new exhibit has not been finalized but Nightingale said the space will
house Arctic species such as cold-water corals, walruses and seals.
The aquarium plans to launch in May what it expects to be a popular exhibit designed by writer
and visual artist Douglas Coupland.
Called Vortex, the exhibit will spotlight the growing crisis of plastic pollution in the world’s
oceans. The yearlong exhibition will feature sculptures and prompt visitors to reflect on the
topic through the displays.
“Science is not the only way to engage people and interact,” Nightingale said. “The exhibit we’re
doing this time is unusual because instead of hiring a scientist to curate the exhibit, it’s Douglas
Coupland – one of Canada’s premier conceptual artists.”
Coupland, who grew up in Metro Vancouver, gained global fame after he released his 1991 book
Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture. He also designed the Digital Orca sculpture of a
killer whale, which is installed next to the Vancouver Convention Centre.

Visit Online Article HERE!
EXPLORER
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VANCOUVER VENUE
SHOWCASE

This Open Space is an online booking website for venues to host events, meetings,
weddings, retail pop-ups, or production shoots. With thousands of locations across the
US and Canada, this platform makes discovering and booking retail spaces simple.

"Inspired by these brands and the creative people behind them, thisopenspace was born.
We still have the original space that started everything. Today, we’re on a mission to make
it easy for any brand to access any space, anywhere, for an hour to a few months."

Magical Solarium Near Nature
You will have a unforgettable moments here in lovely glass-room/Solarium in " Heart of
Nature" which is less than 10 min drive to Downtown. This venue is available every day of the
week from 9am to 6pm. This space includes tables, chairs, a projector, speakers, and more.

Daily Rate: $299
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Visit This Venue Online HERE!
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Private Covered Patio at UBC
This listing is for the lower patio section of a beautiful, open & well-lit pub. It is partially
covered by a 20 by 30 foot tent. The walls to the tent can be hung to make this area weatherresistant or the roof of the tent can be removed. This area can comfortably accommodate 150
people seated at the picnic tables, and 300 people without.

Daily Rate: $250

Hourly Rate: $50

Visit This Venue Online HERE!

Lakefront Event Space On Lost Lagoon
Located on the shores of Lost Lagoon this is a truly unique rental space found nowhere else in
Vancouver. Bathed in natural light with floor to ceiling windows and with stunning views of
Lost Lagoon and Stanley Park, it's an ideal venue for private dinner parties, product launches
or gallery showings. There is 730 sq feet of interior space and a large outdoor deck.

Daily Rate: $500
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Hourly Rate: $63

Visit This Venue Online HERE!
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Colourful Street Level Juice Bar
Our juice and health bar is located in the heart of Coal Harbour, surrounded by countless
high-rises including offices, hotels, and apartments, thereby offering not only high foot-traffic
but also a convenient location for downtown workers, near-by residents and tourists. Our
space offers great exposure for pop-up shops, and is also ideal for workshops, mini lunchbreak events, yoga classes, photoshoots, off-site meetings, or other exciting activities.
Space includes a large reclaimed wood communal table, bar seats, lounge chairs, high
exposed ceiling, floor to ceiling windows, air conditioning/heat, wifi, one washroom, healthy
delicious foods, and cold-pressed juices !

Daily Rate: $300

Hourly Rate: $50

Visit This Venue Online HERE!

Visit This Open Space to find your next venue HERE!
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MPI SCHOLARSHIPS
AND GRANTS

It's the mission of the MPI Foundation to fund education and panindustry research that drives the success of meeting professionals.
This happens most directly through scholarships to MPI members.

Membership Scholarships
Available for new MPI members.
Covers the cost of a Preferred MPI membership for one
year.

Professional Development Scholarships
Only available to current MPI members in good standing.
Funding available towards all MPI Academy courses
(including CMM, HMCC, Experiential Event Series, Meetings
Essentials, Basics Boot Camp, and more!)

Conference Scholarships
Only available to current MPI members in good standing.
Conferences available for funding each year include: WEC,
EMEC, IMEX America and IMEX Frankfurt.

Read more about these great
opportunities HERE!
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VENUE OF THE
FUTURE

Four Key Trends Driving Venue Selection

The world of event venues continues to change. In this new future, conference organizers,
attendees and organizations are going to expect more and more from the buildings and spaces
in which they hold events. This creates a huge field of opportunity for venues to distinguish
themselves, bolster their offerings and stand apart from the crowd by augmenting their
technology, meeting design and logistical capabilities.
It’s important to understand just how these evolutions are occurring and where the most
important investment vectors or failure points may lie. Just throwing money at the newest tech
isn’t enough - the back end is as important as the front end, and the best tech in the world
needs to be paired with good sales and customer relationship management.
Let’s take a look at the most critical trends shaping the event venues of the future.

Ubiquitous Connectivity
Wifi Will Be As Essential as Air and Water
WiFi now represents a core logistical need for event venues - and most conference attendees
now expect comprehensive, fast and consistent coverage throughout the event. On the flip
side, many of the cutting-edge technical features and installations that generate value and
create engagement in the event setting also rely on steady WiFi to function. Consistently
ranking as the top requirement for meeting planners, the dependency on internet
connectivity in meeting venues has increased, and will continue to increase in the next five
years. In a recent survey by the International Association of Conference Centres (IACC), 58
percent of meeting planners indicated that they would not even consider shortlisting a
venue that did not have the guaranteed internet capacity to support the needs of their event.
An even larger majority, 72 percent, indicated that affordable (or free) high speed wireless
internet will be the most critical technology needed for meetings in the next five years
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Intelligent Interactivity
Increasing Delegate Interaction
Within event venues, new technologies
and new advancements are reshaping
the way people interact, navigate and
engage with content - and each other.
To date, progressive venues have embraced the benefits of digital signage, allowing organizers
to dynamically alter the names, directional markers and other key navigational information on
the fly. You won’t appreciate how much time is wasted manually changing and replacing
signage across thousands of square feet of functions space until you’ve experienced the ease
and flexibility granted by these tools - especially when an event needs to be relocated from one
space to another without warning.

Deliberate Design
Evolving Environments and Experiences
It’s a pretty safe bet that we’ll always have traditional conference halls and venues, but
today’s events planners increasingly look to hold events in various types of new spaces.
The goal is to move away from rigidity, and toward more flexible networking opportunities
- especially when it comes to the younger, millennial generation that has less interest in
simply sitting in a room being talked at.
“I think people that are coming to events are expecting to be wowed, and for us, at the
Halifax Convention Centre we are spending as much time thinking about how we
accomplish this with things like new technology as well as having meeting spaces with
gathering points where you can network”, says Carrie Cousins, President and CEO, Halifax
Convention Centre.

Continue Reading FMAV's Ebook HERE!
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Follow MPI BC
Click HERE to Visit!

Click HERE to Visit!

Click HERE to Visit!

Click HERE to Visit!

Sponsorship and Advertising
The community of Meeting Professionals International (MPI) is the largest, most vibrant single
audience of meeting and event professionals in the world. With 18,500 members across the
globe, the MPI community offers a world of opportunity to make your brand voice heard.
The MPI BC Chapter community is 200+ member strong and comprised of powerful decisionmakers in the meeting industry with buying power of $133 million. We have the following
advertising and sponsorship opportunities available. We invite you to take advantage of getting
your brand connected to our vibrant community.
For more information on advertising and sponsorship opportunities, please contact VP of
Advertising and Sponsorship at partnerships@mpibcchpater.com
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